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Making technical 
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day




AmazingHiring introduces AI sourcing and Data Enrichment 
capabilities. So let us see what’s new in details!

Summary

AI sourcing




New Extension 




Search Hints
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AI SOURCING 

SOLUTION



AI Sourcing - a new way of 
creating search queries
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Step 1: Get a highly targeted search 
output in just one click!

Choose the core skill or 
specialization from the list

AI solution minimizes your sourcing time



Get the most relevant 
candidates that are actually 
working with the chosen 
skill




Step 2: Modify your AI search by adding or 
excluding conditions, such as title or company 




DATA 


ENRICHMENT



Find candidate’s social accounts  using 
only their email on any website or 
platform. 
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All you need is to 
highlight the email and 
choose “search by email in 
AH” in the right click 
menu. Then the extension 
bar will show its profile.  



Example 1: Facebook



Find candidate’s social accounts  using 
only their email on any website or 
platform. 
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If you have a list of people with 
emails and you need more 
information about them, just 
highlight their email and click 
the search option.


Example 2: Google Spreadsheets



Integrate any ATS with AmazingHiring 
using search by email
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Highlight the 
email, click 
“Search by email 
in AH” and get 
the results


Example: Greenhouse ATS  



Add comments to the candidate’s 
profile using our Extension
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Leave a comment about a 
candidate through the 
Extension and then use it to 
search for them in the 
engine. 



Choose a condition 
“comment” and type the 
comment you’ve left 
previously.




SEARCH


HINTS



Highlight the source for every criteria in your 
search query, helping you to cross-reference 
information and create even more 
personalised emails to your candidates. 
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Find the Search 
Hints by clicking on 
the magnifying 
glass in the right 
bottom corner.




WHAT IS


NEXT?



Folders Coming Soon! 
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Powered by AI technology, trusted by 
6000+ recruiters


Try AmazingHiring sourcing platform to grow your recruiting superpowers:

Prepared with          by AmazingHiring

Aggregates publicly available information from 50+ 

resources


Displays it in the consolidated profile: skills, 

achievements, experience, etc.


Refines your search with boolean operators and smart 

filters


Pre-assesses candidate’s achievements


Shows candidate’s publicly available contacts



